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EXT. BUSY MOVIE THEATER – NIGHT
Two people stand outside a movie theater after viewing the movie “Star Wars.” The noticeably bigger male examines the movie poster on the rough brick wall. The smaller male stands puzzled and looks at his feet.

 YOUNG PERSON
That was a great movie...

YOUNG PERSON looks up at OLD PERSON

 YOUNG PERSON (CONT’D)
... but I don’t understand one thing.

OLD PERSON looks away from the movie poster and at YOUNG PERSON

 OLD PERSON
Humm, what’s that?

 YOUNG PERSON
(without hesitation)
I don’t understand how anyone can be seduced by the dark side.

OLD PERSON ponders for about 10 seconds.

OLD PERSON
What computer do you use at home?

YOUNG PERSON
A Macintosh.

OLD PERSON
(slowly)
But what computer does your father use at work?

YOUNG PERSON looks slightly up, as if trying to remember. Then, a look of understanding appears on his face.

 YOUNG PERSON
Ohh, Seduced by the Dark Side!

OLD PERSON nods and both walk away.

FADE TO BLACK.